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1. Fashion on Film
What could be the latest trend for the 

summer? You may be surprised to hear 
that it won't be something you can wear. 

Recently, high profile photographers and 
fashionistas are getting together to produce 

Fashion Videos. If you want to get a feel for 
the way the clothes actually look but you can't 

make it to the catwalk shows, this is the next 
best thing. Not only are the gorgeous clothes 

on view, but it looks like a visually stunning shoot 
come to life. Perhaps in the future we'll have an MTV 

running stylish fashion vids all day long. Sounds like 
heaven.

2. British punk godmother Vivienne Westwood will 
opining in this August at Shanghai China.  It's as summer 

breeze from England bring British Style to this modern city. 
This area might be a real "top business circle".

3. Kate Moss Wedding
Kate Moss drew inspiration from 1920's icon Zelda 
Fitsgerald, wearing an ethereal Galliano gown sprinkled with 
gold leaf embroidery and sequins. Her vintage look charmed 
star guests including Jude Law, Anna Wintour and Sir Paul 
McCartney. Groom, Jamie Hince from band 'The Kills' was 
dapper in a pale blue YSL suit and just a little grunge in 
chocolate brown boots. He would have needed those boots 
for the three day party that followed.  

4. 3D Fashion
Whilst seeing a movie in 3D is fun, it isn't fashionable. Until 
now. Ingridhal is launching James Dean-esque circular 
glasses that inject some style into the 3D experience. Twin 
sisters Kine and Einy Paulsen are behind Ingridhal, a new 
brand that mixes fashion, technology and entertainment and 
say their designs are perfect "either on a date or just hanging 
out with friends".  

5. Solar backpack
A man carries a backpack equipped with a solar panel and 
a portable battery that can recharge cell phones and laptop 
computers, at the Design Products Fair in Tokyo this week.

6. Mulberry Millions
Coinciding with a renewed romance for British royalty, 
English label Mulberry has bagged more profits than any 
other fashion house in recent years. With fashion insiders 
heaping praise on the new autumn/winter 2011 range, 
Mulberry's must-have status will last well beyond Will and 
Kate's honeymoon. 

7. What happened … ?
"Amy Winehouse was found dead Saturday in her London 
home, police said.
It is suspected that she died from a drug overdose.
Winehouse fame with the album "Back to Black," whose 
blend of jazz, soul, rock and classic pop. It won f ive 
Grammys and made Winehouse one of music's most 
recognizable stars."

North east Japan is still very much feeling the 
devastating ef fects of the March 11 earthquake and 
tsunami and will continue to do so for a long time. The 
death toll has reached 13,000 and is expected to 
rise further. More than 15,000 are missing. 30,000 are 
living in temporary shelters. En Vie, a Japan based 
publication, deems it necessary to remind readers of 
this very desperate and very real tragedy and convey 
this call for help. We appreciate your thoughts and 
any donation you can give to help the victims of this 
ongoing disaster. 

FUND DETAILS
Organisation: DEMIRA Deutsche Minenräumer e.V.
Bank: Stadtsparkasse München
Account number / Konto: 131516
Branch Number / Bankleitzahl: 701 50000

For International Transfer:
IBAN: DE48701500000000131516
BIC: SSKMDEMM

PLUs neWs

7 neWs AUGUST 2011
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strong women 
are ready 
to conquer 
the world.

Over the top, statement pieces create an alien look with strong shapes and lines combined with high platform heels.
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To meet Australian designer Christine Tang is to be faced with a tiny, yet powerful, force of nature.

She is as vivacious and charming as her label, Story 

by Tang. This young Australian label has garnered 

much respect and plenty of accolades during its 

relatively short life.

Story by Tang was launched in 2002, immediately 

after Ms Tang graduated from a local fashion college.

The label, catering to young females from 16 to 35, is 

a “…distinctive and stylish alternative to other more 

commercial labels” Ms Tang explains.

“It features mainly trans-seasonal pieces that have 

built a strong following with the cool kids from the 

‘MTV generation’.”

The label includes distinctive key pieces of elegant-

chic party dresses, liquid tops, layered tutu miniskir ts, 

street savvy printed T-shir ts and practical, tailored 

jackets.

In October 2004, Ms Tang was invited to participate 

in her f irst national group show - New Generation at 

autumn-winter Mercedes Australian Fashion Week. 

Here, many domestic and international buyers placed 

orders with Story by Tang.

The following year she won in the Directional Day-

wear Category, at Western Australia’s Design Awards, 

the Colonnade WA Designer of the Year and an A-3 

motor vehicle sponsorship from Audi.

In April 2006, Story by Tang was invited to showcase 

in a Ready-to-Wear show at spring-summer Mercedes 

Australia Fashion Week. Here, the label expanded its 

market into Canada and London.

For Spring/Summer 2011 a luxurious jersey basics 

range was launch to compliment Story by Tang’s 

much loved Ready-to-Wear collection.

tex t
DEBORAH OLDS

Photography
DARREN mCDONALD

model
AmY F iNLASON 
@ CHiC mANAGEmENt

make up and Ha i r
ANYA @ m.A.C

    A FAshion
Story 
… by tANG

FASHION
DESIgNER
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Recently, the label has evolved into a respected international 

representation of the unique style Western Australia has 

to offer. It focuses on an artistic and distinctive look which 

clients chose to wear in order to stand out in a crowd.

Story by Tang’s latest collection includes beautiful 

silk f luid dresses and bold separates that deliver an 

edgy yet feminine look. Crafty digital and misty prints 

teamed with spunky colours mold this season's foray 

of new designs. With many stockists in Australia and 

growing recognition internationally, this is definitely a 

up-and-coming label to watch.

Although Ms Tang has her eye on Japan, for now you 

will have to be satisfied with buying from reputed 

online boutiques, such as www.pitbullmansion.com  

and www.stylepalace.com.au

Crafty digital and misty prints teamed with spunky colours mold this season's foray of new designs. 
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         mr. Gilles rosier

SPECIAL TALK SEMINAR by Mr. Gilles Rosier

We invite Paris haute couture designer Mr. Gilles 

Rosier as a presenter. Special talk about his idea of 

making clothes in new ages based on haute couture, 

pret a porter in Paris with historiographical. Don't 

miss this great opportunity.

Date: 8 / 7(sun)

Time: 10:30 - 13:00

Theme: Making clothes in new ages

Admission fee: ¥3000, ¥2000 for students

ESMOD 170th Anniversary

We have started "ESMOD 170th Project”. You can see 

our special events, history, works etc. Please check 

the latest info of ESMOD on our new website : http://

esmodosaka-projects.com/

*Please make a reservation from our website to join the events.
Got to www.esmodjapon.co.jp  "EVENT" page  Click a event you want to reserve

ESMOD OSAKA Summer Seminar 

ESMOD JAPON OSAKA has 3days summer seminar 

on Aug. 6th to 8th. Clothes making workshop, special 

talk seminar by Mr. Gilles Rosier and fashion business 

seminar by director of ESMOD Chizu Jusou.

3days special work shop 

Making cloth from create theme, designing and 

styling, then you will have little fashion show on 

last day with your work. You will have nice and fun 

experiences with professional advice for 3days.

Date: 8 / 6(sat), 7 (sun), 8 (mon)

Time: 10:00 - 17:00

Admission fee: ¥5000

3days FASHION BUSINESS LAB

Learn marketing of fashion business, organization of 

department store and structure of VMD and MD on 

the 1st day. 2nd day, you will go researching then 

analyze trend.

Date: 8 / 6 (sat), 7 (sun), 8 (mon)

Time: 10:00 - 17:00

Admission fee: free

esmod 
events

ESmOD
E vENTS
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 Roll the hair ends lightly 
to make natural waves. 
 Colored with apricot color / tone 9
   it will help your skin look beautiful.

Layerd bob plus 
soft perm create the 
"Omo-Fuwa" style. 

Make soft waves 
by using hair wax.

 Perm only the hair ends 
and mix in loose waves. 
   Colored with suger-navel 
  color which makes your 
 hair nice and shiny.

ADD : 1-1, 
KYOUSHiNUmEDA 
BUiLDiNG 8F, 
CHAYAmACHi, 
K itAKU, OSAKA, 
JAPAN

tEL : 06-6371-3666

tex t & Pic tures
EmU

www.emu-h.com

  this summer's
hairstyles

by

SUmmER
HAIRST ylES
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This month we're introducing an up and coming 

German photographer, Marco Bühl. Four years 

ago photography was merely his hobby, but after 

realizing the passion he felt taking photos, it 

quickly became his profession. Now he focuses 

on showing his extraordinary ideas, creative style 

and unique vision.

 

The following photo collection is from “Planet MELT”, 

an Electro festival in Germany. The “models” are 

people who attended the event, selected from the 

crowd and the set is the operation room at the event.

“It was a great experience” says Marco “even 

though the models were not professional, it 

worked out extremely well”.

 

Marco Bühl, 35, currently resides in Göttingen, 

working for several agencies all over Germany.

 

Everyone at En Vie hopes to see more of his work 

soon. Stay tuned as we begin to showcase more 

German fashion photography and designers in the  

near future.

Photography
mARCO BüHL PHOtOGRAPHY

info@marcobuehl.de

www.marcobuehl.de
www.facebook.com/marcobuehlphotography

MarCo  BühL   photography
MADE IN 

germany

PHOTOgR APHy
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Shanai Belton lives fashion. Having 

modeled since the age of 18, she has always 

had an eye for interesting shoots and was 

bristling with ideas. Inspired by this, she 

now goes out of her way to fins different or 

unique clothes for her glamorous concepts. 

This leads to some impressive results.

Art is really what she feels it is all about and with 

every set she wants to try something different. 

Reinvention takes many forms: Tight, bright 

blocks of brassy colour; Intimate portraits in 

fancy, f lowing forms; Creased pattern dresses 

and leather jackets forming a faux-retro style. 

Looking at her pictures is like f ive dif ferent 

photographers. Every picture has a dif ferent 

style.

Shanai is dedicated to her art and to her 

models. Over all of her work there is a sense 

of quality and vision, in the depictions of those 

wearing the outfits. Real life people stand out, 

like portraits. Right from the start, Shanai says 

she wants to show more than just the clothes, 

but also the models as well. “You have to get a 

feel for their personality and capture who they 

really are.”

www.darshaphotography.com

Fashion Photography

Photography
SHANAi BELtON 

models
GiLCA LORENiS-PEREz

make Up Ar t is t
CARmEL ANt 

www.carmelant.comDarSha

FASHION
PHOTOgR APHy
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NutMeg Couture is an exclusive couture evening gown service based in Glasgow founded by 
in-house designer Megan Cuthbertson.

most notable of which are 2 gowns designed for the 

Glasgow finalist in the Miss Great Britain Pageant.

Co-ordinating with several local talents Megan 

and her gowns have been involved in a number of 

exclusive events and shoots including hair-stylist 

fashion shows, music videos and charity balls and as 

such she has developed an impressive clientele list for 

such young company.

NutMeg Couture's designs take inspiration from 

the 1950's era where simple lines and exaggerated 

silhouettes are used to enhance the natural curves of 

a woman. The unique and sleek designs exude sexy 

sophistication creating ever-classic pieces that hold a 

touch of pure elegance.

NutMeg Couture … Where originality meets 

sophistication.

During her time at University Megan completed 

numerous commissions for proms, weddings and 

other formal occasions as well as working alongside a 

Glasgow based couture bridal company. 

After graduating with her BA in Fashion Business she 

secured a job with the bridal company as assistant 

designer/machinist before branching out on her own. 

Utilising everything she had learned and experienced 

she progressed to establish NutMeg Couture in 

October 2010 at the tender age of 21.

Offering both custom made and off-the-peg gowns 

NutMeg Couture delivers nothing but the best 

in quality and service and has been recognised 

throughout Glasgow. Since the of f icial launch Megan 

has fashioned dresses for a variety of black tie events, 

tex t
DOm BOwER

Photography
DOm BOwER PHOtOGRAPHY

www.dombower.com
www.dombower-weddingphotography.com/

NutMeg

cUSTOmIzED
DRESSES
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When you think of shopping in Argentina, the 
first thing that comes to mind is leather. 

Unconcerned by trends and seasons, the self-taught 

Albanese sets out to create timeless pieces. For 

Albanese, this isn't just fashion, they also represent 

a philosophy on life. The name Escudo Prana is 

symbolic of the spirit of the brand, inspired by a 

spiritual experience in Mexico. “Prana” translates 

as vital life energy while “Escudo” means “shield” 

in Spanish. According to the designer, “To carry an 

Escudo Prana product is to carry, nourish and protect 

yourself with good energy.”

Armed with one of Escudo Prana’s bags, you’ll be 

ready to take on the fashion world. 

 

www.escudoprana.com

To contact the designer, email info@escudoprana.com

Originally worn by Argentine cowboys in the fields 

in the 18th century, now Buenos Aires is saturated 

with luxury leather products. If you're looking for 

something more unique, Escudo Prana has the goods. 

The brand, developed by Buenos Aires-born designer 

Emiliano Albanese, of fers a gorgeous collection: 

Handmade leather accessories that combines rustic 

Argentine aesthetics with a contemporary twist.

The 38-year-old ex-model Albanese sums up his range 

of leather accessories with “Quien se acerque verá” 

which literally means “Whoever gets close will see.” And 

the moment you smell and finger the buttery leather of 

one of his handcrafted bags or wallets and note every 

intricate detail – the printed silk linings and the silver-

plated metal hardware  - it’s love at first sight.

Everything is lovingly hand crafted by Albanese 

himself in his atelier in Quilmes, Buenos Aires - from 

cutting the cowhide to applying the individually 

stamped metal hardware. Only the most exotic 

materials will do, including leather and cowhide from 

Argentina, chic black Italian pony hair, iguana skin 

and a special zebu hide. In fact, the crossbreed 

striped leather has become a signature of the brand.

tex t
SOPHiE LLOYD 

Pic tures
EmiLiANO ALBANESE

FAshion 
Armour

lE ATHER
DESIgN
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Who are your favorite designers?

Favorite designers. I could name 100, mostly 

Australian designers that are doing things a little 

dif ferently, for example Maurie & Eve, Sumakhi, 

Bless’ed, The Meek, Nookie, and Arnhem. We also 

support local emerging talent too.

Lots of our designers also make their clothes in 

Australia, which I think is a really good thing to keep 

local. If the clothes are manufactured abroad, they 

make sure they are not made in sweat shops. They 

also don't pump out thousands of the same shir t top 

in 10 dif ferent colors.

Future plans for  Don’t Tell Fanny?

Future plans for the shop. I would love to have another 

one and an online shop. I'd like to have a group of 

stores  and run around between them. I just love 

being in-store; we really are like a little family.  I have 

always been talkative, we have made so many close 

friends with girls that come into Don't Tell Fanny.

Where does your inspiration for the shop come from? 

My inspiration comes from clothes. I love clothes and 

have always loved shopping. I feel that clothes are like 

art or chocolate. They give you hope, happiness, and 

best of all can really make someone feel great! It's the 

feeling that's clothes can create which I really love. 

They just make me so happy.

What is the age group does your shop aim for? 

The shops main market is 15-30 but we do have 

women of all ages shopping with us- often 3 

generations. Daughter, mother and grandmother.

What defines your personal style?

My personal style is a bit lef t of centre. I love clothes 

that show a woman’s best assets and disguises 

the not-so-good parts. [I l ike] clothes that are a bit 

dif ferent and not found in every single shop; we want 

our girls feeling as though they are not going to go out 

and have 1,000 people wearing the same thing.

oils and aromatic ingredients.

The client is guided throughout the whole process 

in order to select the proper ingredients that 

suit his or her personality and to position each 

ingredient in its specif ic note (top, heart, and 

base). After some discussion regarding the notes 

selected, they are blended together under the 

supervision of a professional perfumer to create 

the ultimate scent to suit your personality.

‘The moment you smell your perfume, you will 

discover yourself and you will hear yourself 

saying, 'Oh, it’s me!'”

Dr. Harras explained how the approximately 

60,000,000 olfactory receptors in the human nose 

dif ferentiate between one smell and another and 

how the brain creates a link between a smell and 

a memory. 

harrassm@gega.net

perfumecreator@hotmail.com

Dr. Hany Harras has spent many years 

working in the bespoke perfume sector; he 

has a passion for the art and technology 

of perfumery and is the innovator behind 

‘Bespoke’, a new concept in luxury bespoke 

perfume development.

Dr. Harras decided to launch Bespoke after 

observing that luxury sector consumers are often 

exposed to similar brand experiences and are 

not given the opportunity to experience custom 

perfumes.

“In the luxury arena, consumers are easily 

able to access custom specialists in different 

areas from fashion to shoes, handbags, and 

many other items, so why not perfumes?” says 

Harras.

The experience of creating your own bespoke 

fragrance is a detailed one; the client has 

the opportunity to choose from more than 25 

olfactory families and try hundreds of essential 

     Retailer: 

   don't 
tell 

     fanny!
 Don’t tell Fanny is a small fashion boutique in Brisbane. Paige Lovell is the 

proud owner, and loves to make people look and feel good with outfits designed and  

 created by local emerging designers. the designs are incredibly unique,    

     fashionable and super-chic, and will definitely put a smile on your face.  

Pic tures
DR. HANY HARRAS

tex t
ROwAN K iRBY-BROwN
www.rowank i rby-brown.b logspot.com

Photography
ANAStASiA NOtARAS

models
tAYLER ELLYAtt
FYNN DE DAUNtON

 Bespoke        Perfume

FASHION
RE TAIlER

PERFUmE
cRE ATION
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Folds and ruffles, flowing and organic 
shapes, clipped short and extended. 

These are struck by bold lines and hard 

shapes and cut of f before they become 

too formulaic. Hoods, shoulders and ruf fs, 

puffy skir ts and long long woolen stockings 

add details and train the eye all over the 

outfit. The waists are pinched. Printed 

cotton is outlined in thick black binding. 

Athenian maxi dresses are of fset with long 

dark cardigans.

Where would you expect this col lection 

came from? The hip streets of Tokyo or 

New York? The edgy catwalks of Berl in or 

Par is? Not even close.

This was the work of a new designer out 

of Scotland, Nicola Napier. Inspired by 

her grandmother's skil ls at dressmaking, 

she has been pursuing a dream to make 

af fordable and unique clothing. Nicola's 

clothes are generating interest in her home 

town of Edinburgh and have already been 

commissioned by local shops.

Aside from designing for her own label 

nicci.n and creating designs for local shops, 

she is also working with Sakura Scotland, 

using their unique Japanese-inspired 

tartans to create a cross-cultural collection. 

There are four tartans symbolising the four 

seasons and Japanese art. We are looking 

forward to seeing what comes from such 

dif ferent cultures.

www.niccin.co.uk

Photography
mARtiNA SALVi

model
CHELSEA wALKER

Hair S t y l is t
KAREN BROwN

nicci.n.

FASHION
DESIgNER
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the market or at very expensive prices. Being in 

knitwear production for many years, it was very 

dif f icult for me to buy outside, I either f ind prices 

too expensive or the quality is not good enough.

What is beauty for you? Is the outfit more 

attractive or the spirit? Is the bottle more 

important or the liquid inside? 

For me, beauty comes from elegance and 

happiness. A smile can change everything! The 

outfit is important but most of all, the way you 

wear it. I particularly like accessories: shoes, 

bags, sunglasses and simple shir ts with nice 

structural details. Jeans with a simple top can 

look sophisticated if accessorized well. But I 

agree that the more mature you become, the 

less important the packaging.

What is beauty for Asia? Or for Europe? 

It’s true that everyone wants to be beautiful, 

west or east, but with which style? Which brand 

do you think is succeeding in achieving this 

balance? 

I see Asian women associating beauty with 

sophistication and a lot of details. I have the 

feeling that in Europe, beauty is associated 

with a stronger sense of natural beauty and 

elegance. In that way, I f ind Hermes very 

representative of that concept. I also really like 

Marni for the elegance of their patterns, shapes 

and colours, beautiful but also trendy. 

 

Caroline is like hundreds of foreigners in China 

who is striving to live a life through doing 

something they love. Talking with people like 

Caroline, from their smiles and their many 

languages, you can see the strength of their 

integrity, tolerance and wisdom. For fashion 

or for any industry, isn't this the strength that 

encourages the pioneers to continuously pave 

the way for future generations?

Recently, whilst wandering the streets, 
I realized that Shanghai is actually more 
beautiful than I thought. 

There are many cities like Shanghai in China, and 

everyone is under the Chinese allure, but what is 

the real China and how is this tangibly reflected? 

Earlier I had interviewed a Chinese designer who 

had lived and worked in Italy for nearly a decade, 

asking about the idea of beauty. This time I had the 

chance to interview Caroline, a Shanghai-based 

French designer. 

 

How do you find inspiration for your 

collection and what do you mainly sell 

and design? 

I make knitwear and clothing for kids and 

women, and as of last year I also have 

men’s knitwear. I have a lot of products 

for kids because I like their colourful and 

playful world. The shop has been open for 

almost 5 years now and I have a mixture 

of regular customers who live in Shanghai 

and also those that come once or twice 

a year from abroad. It all started because 

I wanted something for myself and my 

family and there was nothing available in 

For me, beauty comes from elegance and happiness. 
A smile can change everything! 

tex t
wESLEY wANG

Pic tures
CAROLiNE StAVOHAGEN 

Shanghai  
 Beauty
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jasmine.

Capricornus 12.22 - 1.19

Love: 
Work: 
Health: 
You may encounter ups and downs in your relationships; 

nevertheless, they are the key to your success. Your innate 

leadership will gradually emerge and thus you will be more 

and more confident on work. When feeling bothered, try 

to spend more time reading at home or with your family or 

pet. You are ambitious yet patient at the same time. Your 

cautiousness will bring you the best results in both career 

and love. When confronting long-time pressure or troubles, 

drink some beverage with l inden and red f lowers.

Aquarius 1.20 - 2.18

Love: 
Work: 
Health: 
You may be confronted with misunderstandings and money 

problems among lovers and friends. Since you will be 

negative and on the edge of bursting out, it is suggested 

that you avoid important meetings or conversations. You 

are reasonable and acute, and the elegant fragrance of 

jasmine will help you think logically.

Pisces 2.19 - 3.30

Love: 
Work: 
Health: 
There is not always enough time for your crammed 

schedule. But, as long as you are persistent, you will get 

paid for your hard work and your desires may come true 

in the future. This month will be the per fect time for you 

to develop intimate relationships whether you are single 

or not. You are emotional and romantic by nature. Your 

romance will be per fectly decorated with the fragrance of 

wild rose and lavender.

Libra 9.23 - 10.23

Love: 
Work: 
Health: 
You need to reconfirm the important appointments you 

have scheduled. This all adds up to paying more attention 

to the details on work. You have extraordinary instinct, so 

get prepared for the rapid speed of working in August. On 

the other hand, you deserve to be a lit tle self-indulgent this 

month. If you are single, keep your eyes open on your Mr./

Ms. Right. You are by nature a diplomat in your pursuit of 

equality and balance. Tea from linden leaves and a lit tle 

rose tastes mild and refreshing and calms you.

Scorpio 10.24 - 11.22

Love: 
Work: 
Health: 
You may feel out of your mind on the work and in need of 

some education through library or internet. Your fr iends 

and family contribute a lot to your l ife. You’d better do 

enough research and get prepared before setting out, 

because there might be constant changes or troubles 

around every corner. Scorpios seem cool but they are hot 

inside and balance sense with sensibil ity. Fruit tea with 

taste of cherry or blueberry is the most inviting for you.

Sagittarius 11.23 - 12.21

Love: 
Work: 
Health: 
Your traveling plans have to be postponed. Pay more 

attention to the details of your work. Your report or meeting 

will end with great satisfaction and there are great chances 

to be promoted or get a bonus. You are like energetic Peter 

Pan, who also loves dreaming and freedom. Since you 

prefer outdoor activities, in order to dissipate your fatigue, 

it’s better to drink some refreshing tea with violet and 

Aries 3.21 - 4.19

Love: 
Work: 
Health: 
Although your earnings struggle to keep up to your 

expenses, you have many chances to expand your social 

circle while keeping in touch with fr iends. However, at this 

time, the relationship with your parents may become tense. 

On the other hand, carefully keep memos or copies of 

important documents when working to avoid unnecessary 

troubles. Since the energetic people of Aries are impulsive, 

it is better to drink more chrysanthemum tea, which 

reduces internal fever and heat, heals headaches and sore 

throats. In addition, fresh lemon tea is not only ef fective in 

reducing weight but also rich in vitamin C. Daily drinking of 

lemon tea drives away dizziness and fatigue.

Taurus 4.20 - 5.20

Love: 
Work: 
Health: 
This is a very rich and color ful month for Taurus, especially 

in terms of your career. There are good chances for 

promotion or getting a new job this month. However, 

keep in mind that in social communication, it is better 

to think before you talk and try not to hurt people’s 

feelings. Don't burn too many bridges. You are modest, 

persistent and patient with intell igence and dil igence and 

you value beauty. You are a gourmet by nature. A red fruit 

tea blended with strawberry, cherry, peach and honey 

satisf ies you the most. Before drinking, try putting it in the 

refrigerator. Fruit tea can ef fectively reduce blood fat.

Gemini 5.21 - 6.21

Love: 
Work: 
Health: 
You have plenty of time to plan the second half of your 

year. Places near water such as beaches, lakes, hot 

springs are your dream getaway. If you want to resume an 

old relationship, you'd better think carefully. Your earning 

and expenses are on balance but be cautious in investing 

too much in f inancial products. You always try new things 

and the free life; thus only the f lower herbal tea mixed with 

rose, mint, and chrysanthemum can satisfy your sensitive 

taste buds. Flower tea has a rich fragrance and it is 

refreshing, thus ef fective in calming your energetic nerves.

Cancer 6.22 - 7.22

Love: 
Work: 
Health: 
This month is accompanied by procrastination, mess and 

misery. Keep in mind to check your f igures carefully, hand 

in completed reports and pay the bil ls as soon as possible. 

You may have an unexpected gain but sti l l be careful when 

signing the credit card. Fragrant and mild black tea and 

fruit tea with milk in f irst suits sweet and lovable you.

Leo 7.23 - 8.22

Love: 
Work: 
Health: 
This month is special for you because there is something 

of great importance that wil l happen. You will confront the 

f irst role-transmission in your l ife journey. No matter if you 

are single or in love, this wil l be the most romantic season. 

In f inance, there may be disorder. You are a brave leader 

by nature and because of this you sometimes suf fer from 

greater pressure and stress. Rosemary and lavender are 

great choices in reducing pressure and helping sleeping.

Virgo 8.23 - 9.22

Love: 
Work: 
Health: 
If you have a great decision to make, postpone it because 

you may encounter many troubles and misunderstanding 

in this month. However, among friends, you are sparkling 

and respected. Participate in more social activities, share 

information and meet new friends will get you unexpected 

chance. The fruit tea with the taste of violet or blueberry 

suits you most because people of Virgo value inner beauty 

and pursue the per fect.

how do you take your tea? Passionate and upright fire signs prefer gulping down 
fever-reducing herbal blends. On the other hand, air signs, who like new things, generally prefer 
tea with exotic or light and fresh fragrances. People of earth signs have the most refined taste 
for tea and they love strong fragrance. At last, the Indian teas from 
magical Asia and romantic flower teas suit dream-like water signs.

Let's find the right tea for us and, while we're at it, check out our fortune for august.

i l lus t rat ion
ANNA JASiNSKi

Horoscopemeets
Tea
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